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1.0 Mental and physical health concerns 

 

 

MPAG believe the mental and physical health impacts should be assessed at local level. The Applicant talks 

about it at a population health level but they seem to be referring to environmental health impacts as if 

there were some kind of pollution spillage or disease. Just because the impacts may be experienced at local 

level does not mean they are insignificant or unimportant. 

It is not for the Applicant to determine or surmise that the mental health impacts are down to ‘feelings of 

uncertainty and frustration at the Examination process” which will be “alleviated to some extent by the 

Secretary of State’s decision in due course”. If the DCO is consented the mental and health impacts will 

only worsen for the many reasons outlined in our submission at deadline 5. (REP5-030) 

MPAG remain unconvinced “the Applicant recognises the strength of feeling of those involved in the 

Examination” or even acknowledge the importance of community buy-in to a national infrastructure 

project with no direct local benefits.  The scale of opposition and feeling to the proposed development is 

huge in comparison to the size of the rural community, not just from individuals in the community, but 

from representatives of the community at parish and district/county council level as outlined below.  

- Stage 1 consultation. 978 responses, 72% against (filtered results from the Applicant) 

- Stage 2 consultation. 1097 responses. 74% against (filtered results from the Applicant) 

- 1,206 registered as an Interested Party and made a Relevant Representation. 95.7% (1,154) of the 

Relevant Representations were against the proposed Development. 



- 15 Parish Councils in the local area registered their opposition to the Proposed Development 

through their Relevant Representation. 

- Unanimous vote from both SKDC and RCC planning committees to support the Planning Officers’ 

Local Impact Report findings and their overall conclusion not in support of the Proposed 

Development. 

Each individual or organisation has their own reasons for opposing this scheme, but the one thing they 

all have in common is the impact it has had and could continue to have on their well-being, whether 

that translates into mental or physical health issues, or a combination of both. People that care and are 

passionate about their local environment, agriculture and community are affected to a greater or 

lesser degree and the totality of those effects and impacts need to be taken into account when 

considering this application. 

  



2.0 Surface water flooding 

 

 



 

 



 

Despite the numerous outline management plans to control, mitigate and manage the effects of 

construction, operation and decommissioning of the Proposed Development, there are still fundamental 

issues unresolved as far as MPAG is concerned. 

1. The lack of a total commitment from the Applicant to establish a grass sward well in advance of 

construction which would mitigate the effects of soil disturbance, soil mixing and compaction. The 

Applicant is only prepared to say “The commitment in the oSMP will ensure that grass cover is achieved as 

far as reasonably practicable.” They do not explain why.  

The recent addition of the GEMP in the oLEMP Rev 5 (REP7-021, REP7-022) only offers up a best case 

scenario of sowing the seed 6 months in advance of construction. Rather worryingly the GEMP only 

appeared at deadline 7, seemingly an afterthought and not even given its own separate status as a plan as 

it is in Appendix 3 of the oLEMP. 

2. The lack of acknowledgement that rain hitting the solid surface of 530,000 panels will not only hit the 

ground at greater speed but will not be distributed evenly across the grassland, leading to faster surface 

water run-off and not being dispersed evenly across the grassland. 

A recent report1 from ADAS for the Welsh government, “The impact of PV sites on agricultural soils and 

land quality”, draws attention to many issues with respect to the effects of compaction, soil mixing and soil 

disturbance. Extracts from the report and MPAG’s comments are made in a separate Appendices 

document under Appendix 2; the full report is supplied in Appendix 3. 

 

  

                                                           
1
 ADAS: The Impact of solar photovoltaic (PV) sites on agricultural soils and land, work package 3, March 2023. 



3.0 Substation site selection 

 

 

There has still been no explanation during the site selection process what the alternative locations were 

that were investigated for the new substation. It would seem no attempt has been made to locate the new 

substation away from residential view, the opposite is the case for the existing 400KV Ryhall substation 

which is screened behind Freewards woodland. The topography of field 19 sloping downhill to field 18 is 

such that it will be impossible to screen the Proposed Development effectively from view to both the 

residents and passing traffic. Essendine is still a village despite the A6121 and railway line running through 

it, but the addition of the substation will destroy the rural character of the village and landscape 

surrounding. Also it should be noted that the location of the substation can also be seen from many 

vantage points around the Order Limits (easily discernible right now due to the presence of the hard core 

mound at the top of field 19) which was pointed out during the accompanied site inspection from a 

number of locations. 

One of the key aspects of site selection is ascertaining the ALC grade of land to be permanently lost as a 

result of the Proposed Development being consented.  However, this was not the case for the substation as 

only a semi-detailed survey of the area was ever conducted as clearly outlined in the Auger Points Plan in 

Appendix 12.4 Land Use & Soils- ALC survey (APP-091) and highlighted by MPAG in their Landscope report 

(REP7-060). It is now clear from the latest changes made to the oSMP vs6 (REP8a-005), that a retrospective 

requirement has been put in place to conduct a detailed ALC grading of that area. 



Extract from the oSMP: 

 

Additionally the oSMP has acknowledged that the original downgrading of the area to 3b was not a reliable 

assessment and until the detailed survey is conducted for the substation area, no ALC grade can be claimed 

at this stage. The stage 1 auger sampling showed a large area of 3a right in the location that the substation 

is planned for in field 19. 

 

 

  



4.0 Replacement and recycling 

 

 

CPRE raise a very valid point about replacement of the frame infrastructure and especially the pile element. 

There is no detail provided in any of the outline management plans for this. It should have been considered 

in both the oOEMP and the oDEMP with removal and reinsertion of the piles subject to certain controls. 

ADAS’s report for the Welsh government, ‘The impact of solar photovoltaic (PV) sites on agricultural soils 

and land quality March 2023’, explores the effects of removal and insertion of piles 

There are 2 factors to consider: 

- The disturbance to the soil, both in the context of damage to archaeological buried remains and 

soil mixing/compaction which could result in ALC downgrading. 

- As the piles corrode there needs to be consideration for the effects of contamination from the 

oxidised metals. “The piles are usually made from galvanised aluminium or steel coated in zinc 

oxide. Most standard steel products corrode, particularly in the upper part of the pile and this may 

adversely affect the ability to extract the piles after 40 years. (Non-corrosive materials could be 

used but have cost implications). The true impact of the steel corroding and levels of zinc displaced 

into the soil is not fully understood. However some research on agricultural land has shown that 

zinc in soils diminishes biological activity (Moffett et al, 2003).” 



5.0 BESS 

In response to the Applicant’s comments MPAG would like to make further observations and comments on 
the Applicant’s response to REP7-055 Battery Energy Storage System. (The Applicant’s response at deadline 
8 is given in blue italics). 
 
Blue italic text denotes extracts from the Applicant’s D8 response, black text denotes our counter 
response. 
 
 
5.1  “The Applicant does not agree that the absence of a BESS makes the Proposed Development 
‘suboptimal’. Indeed the Proposed Development will, if consented, make the best use possible of the 
available grid connection capacity at Ryhall and therefore is an optimal solution in this location.” 
 
The Proposed Development, if approved, may make the best use of the available Grid connection.  
However, that connection is not fully fit for purpose in that it does not allow the co-location of a BESS. The 
Proposed Development would be sub-optimal when compared to most other NSIP solar farm 
developments. 
 
 
5.2  “MPAG states that “without a co-located BESS the value of the Proposed Development would be 
significantly reduced” but has not provided evidence to support their view, define the ‘value ’which has 
reduced, or quantify the supposed extent of assumed “reduced” value.” 
 
The extent of the likely impact of not having a BESS can best be demonstrated by referring to the proposed 
Gate Burton development which, like the Proposed Development, would have a capacity of 350MWp. This 
is relevant as Pinsent Masons and Mr Gillett representing the Applicant are also advisors for the Gate 
Burton NSIP, and would therefore accept the claimed level of increased output and carbon reduction 
associated with a BESS. 
 
 
5.3  “The substantial benefits of a co-located scheme over a standalone scheme, do not render the 
contribution of a standalone scheme to be sub-optimal in this location, because the co-located scheme is 
not deliverable at this location.” 
 
This paragraph appears to claim that the Proposed Development will not be “sub-optimal” as it would 
optimise the connection with the sub-station.  The point made by MPAG is that, given the capability of the 
sub-station the Proposed Development will be sub-optimal when compared with other NSIP solar farms 
who may offer a more compelling case especially when weighted against the many adverse impacts of this 
scheme. 
 
“Para 11.5.3 of the Cottam Statement of Need states that: “Standalone solar schemes provide essential low 
carbon electricity to the grid and not including storage capability at the site does not detract from their core 
contribution to decarbonising the electricity network:  

• Not all grid connections have both import and export capability, and the import capability may 
not be cost effective to provide, however export capability, where it is available, should be used to 
connect renewable generation to the NETS; and 
 
 • Although storage facilities, if collocated with renewable generation schemes add utility to the 
operation of solar generation schemes, services which support the efficient flow of renewable 
power onto the UK electricity system can and also are expected to be located and operated 
separately to renewable generation assets.”  



The Applicant has omitted the first part of paragraph 11.5.3 which says  “Co-location of solar and storage 
assets provides efficiencies in relation to land use and the maximum use of available grid connection 
capability (if available) because on-site infrastructure can be shared between the two technologies.” 
 
The omission is important as it puts into context the remainder of the paragraph as given by the Applicant. 
That paragraph also echoes the points made consistently by MPAG regarding land use and maximum use of 
the grid capacity. MPAG is not aware of any other NSIP projects not having both import and export 
capability. MPAG agrees with the last sentence, that stand-alone BESSs will be required for storage and 
providing grid services.  However, it is not the case that stand-alone PV sites will be required. 
 
In referring to the Statements of Need produced for other developments it is important to remember that 
many, including Cottam and Sunnica, were written by Mr Gillett.  Thus when referencing this particular 
document, Mr Gillett is referencing himself! 
 
 
5.4  “Prior to the selected text from Sunnica Statement of Need para 10.4.13, the author (Mr Gillett) had 
written: “Colocation of energy storage within solar generation schemes is not essential for either asset to 
make a significant contribution to the future operation of the NETS” 
 
The Applicant has made another omission.  The entire paragraph has not been reproduced. The Sunnica 
Climate Change para 10.4.13 document actually reads: 
 
“Whilst the electricity storage element of the Scheme is not an NSIP in itself the Applicant considers it is 
associated development. There is a clear, direct relationship between the solar generation station and the 
electricity storage which means that there are substantial benefits to their colocation which will result in an 
improved contribution to low carbon UK electricity supplies when compared to either coming forward  
independent of the other. Colocation of energy storage within solar generation schemes is not essential for 
either asset to make a significant contribution to the future operation of the NETS, however Table 10-1 
demonstrates that the colocation of those assets enables additional operational capabilities to be accessed 
for system benefit, supporting the view of the Applicant that electricity storage is associated development 
as per the Guidance on associated development applications for major infrastructure projects. 
Colocation is especially beneficial for NGESO where connections are to the transmission, rather than to the 
distribution network, because the combined asset is required to meet certain planning, notification and 
service obligations (see Section 7.5).” 
 
In quoting only the middle section of the paragraph the Applicant has taken it out of context.  When put 
back into context an entirely different meaning emerges. 
 
 
5.5  “If for some reason National Grid needed to curtail power generation nationally, storage facilities 
connected to the NETS elsewhere (i.e. not associated with the scheme) may be asked to import more power 
meaning that the scheme may not be curtailed. MPAG continue to misunderstand the relationship between 
over-planting and storage.” 
 
As more solar power becomes on-line the potential need for curtailment will grow.  Solar produces 
maximum amounts of power when the need for that power it is at its lowest.   Under such circumstances 
there will be a need for even greater levels of storage to avoid curtailment. 
 
MPAG is very clear in its understanding of the relationship between over-planting and storage. As the 
Applicant states in the Statement of Need 7.7.2 “Over-planting implies that on occasion when irradiation is 
high and panels have not yet degraded, sites may be forced to self-curtail: they may be unable to export all 
of the power they generate at certain times.” 



 
This is correct if, as with the Proposed Development, those sites do not have a BESS. A development with a 
co-located BESS would not have to self-curtail as described, because that power would be saved for release 
at a later time.  Thus power which would otherwise be wasted, will be used.  
 
Inclusion of a BESS allows a development to be designed with a high level of over-planting, much higher 
than the capacity of the Grid connection.   Excess power generated during periods of high irradiation can 
be saved, thereby increasing the ability of such developments to maximise the overall amount of power 
generated.  This is not possible unless the BESS is co-located. 
 
In paragraph 7.7.3  the Applicant says “However schemes which are over-planted will instead generate 
more low-carbon power at times of lower irradiation (compared to a site which is not over-planted) and at 
those times output will not be limited by the grid connection capacity.”Again this is correct but with the 
proviso that a suitably specified co-located BESS could perform the same function using less land and in a 
more effective and controllable fashion. Even a heavily over-planted solar scheme cannot deliver power to 
the Grid in hours of darkness.  A BESS can! 

 
5.6  “It is a step too far to conflate a national need to a blanket expectation or requirement for all RES 
developments to be developed with co-located BESS or not at all.” 
 
MPAG acknowledge that a co-located BESS is not a requirement.  However, as is demonstrated by 
reference to other solar developments, the inclusion of a co-located BESS is seen as being important. 
 
Gate Burton Climate Change documents paragraph 6.6.34 states “It is noted that the contribution of most 
individual projects to national-level budgets will be small and so the UK context will have limited value. This 
GHG emissions assessment therefore uses the IEMA guidance to assess the significance of effects (Table 6-
10), with the sectoral and UK carbon budgets being used to provide context to the GHG emissions (Table 6-
11)” 
 
This is a refreshingly open point which draws attention to the relatively limited impact of individual solar 
projects.  Therefore those, such as the Proposed Development, which are sub-optimal should not be 
approved as the impact of those developments not going forward is limited.  
 
 
5.7  “The Gate Burton Energy Park delivers a significant climate change benefit, which MPAG do not seem 
to disagree with. This acutely demonstrates that the main solar component of the Gate Burton Energy Park 
development delivers a significant carbon benefit without considering any BESS benefit, and therefore 
supports the significant benefit the proposed Development, as a standalone solar scheme, delivers in 
support of Government’s aim to achieve its decarbonisation, energy security and affordability targets.” 
 
The Gate Burton Climate Change document provides data to demonstrate the contribution that a BESS can 
make to a solar scheme. In paragraph 6.10.31 the figure given for the lifetime contribution to carbon 
reduction of the PV site is over 9 million tonnes CO2e.Figures are then given for “Additional carbon savings 
from the use of the BESS” 
 
Paragraph 6.10.35 reads “Should the BESS be charged from the Scheme, and discharged back into the grid 
once each day, …………………..The overall carbon reduction when the BESS is used for a daily charge-
discharge cycle as described here is around 10.3 million tonnes CO2e, or over 1.1 million tonnes CO2e higher 
than if the entire output of the Scheme is supplied to the grid without the use of a BESS.” 
 



Paragraph 6.10.35 reads “The BESS can also be used for additional grid balancing purposes independent of 
the solar PV element of the Scheme, charging the battery from the grid overnight during periods of low 
demand and feeding it back when demand increases in the morning. …………………Should the BESS be used 
for an additional overnight charge-discharge cycle as described here, it would result in savings of over 3.3 
million tonnes CO2e over its operational lifetime, over and above the savings from use of the battery when 
charged directly from the solar farm.” 
 
The numbers above given by Gate Burton cannot be directly compared with the Proposed Development as 
some assumptions are not common to both.  However, the order of magnitude between the figures given 
by Gate Burton is indicative of the relative value of a co-located BESS development when compared to one 
not having a BESS. 
 
The above is yet more proof of the major part a BESS plays within a solar development.  It is the reason 
why all NSIP proposal to date, with the exception of the Proposed Development, include a BESS. However it 
is also important to state that any BESS must be appropriately located and that precludes siting a BESS 
anywhere in proximity to rural locations given the highly dangerous nature of the lithium-ion batteries. 
 
 
5.8  “All schemes cited by MPAG are different layouts on different land in different locations and with 
different grid connection capabilities and agreements. It should therefore not be surprising that each have 
different Needs cases, although the theme of delivering significant low-carbon generation capacity to the 
grid runs common in each. The Proposed Development will, if consented, play an important role in 
supporting Government to reach its legally binding target of Net Zero 2050 as well as improve UK energy 
security and increase the affordability of electricity in the UK. 
 
Noting MPAG’s point in para 5.6 (ref Mr Gillett’s point in para 6.6.34 Gate Burton) that the contribution is 
small. The theme that is common to each of the other developments is that a BESS is included within each 
design which changes the nature of the contribution they can make. 
 
 
5.9  “Sub-optimal is a relative and un-evidenced term. The Proposed Development will, if consented, play an 
important role in supporting Government to reach its legally binding target of Net Zero 2050 as well as 
improve UK energy security and increase the affordability of electricity in the UK.” 
 
MPAG agrees that sub-optimal is a relative term and uses it when comparing the Proposed Development 
with all other similar ones.  In this regard MPAG has provided considerable evidence and support much of 
it coming from documents contributed to by those both acting for the Applicant and other NSIP solar 
developments. 
 
The Applicant’s says “The Proposed Development will, if consented, make the best use possible of the 
available grid connection capacity at Ryhall and therefore is an optimal solution in this location.”  Making 
the best use of a connection not fully fit for purpose does not mean that it should be used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



6.0 ALC and BMV 

 

There is a review in Appendix 1 from Landscope of the comments the Applicant has made at deadline 8 

(REP8-019) to their report. To reaffirm, the point of the Landscope report was to understand, using an 

independent expert, whether the ALC testing conducted at stage 1 and stage 2 was robust in the context of 

the methodology and results, and where possible to access the Order Limits to verify any further 

information required. There was never the expectation that Landscope would conclude that the majority of 

the site was BMV, however any further increase from the stated 41% in the ES is significant given the 

importance of protecting BMV land as outlined in all national and local policy documents. 

Natural England 

In response to comments from Natural England: 

MPAG is concerned that NE seem to have missed a number of key issues in their evaluation of the 

Applicants ES work on Land & Soils, however are somewhat comforted to see they are final acknowledging 

some key points now a light has been shone on them. 

1. That the substation was not the subject of a detailed survey and should have been. The Applicant plans 

to correct this as noted in the latest oSMP, but because this land will be permanently lost this information 

should have been checked and identified earlier in the process. (The Applicant has now removed their 

assumption that the land is 3b until it is subject to a detailed survey). 

2. That if there is more data available than from just 2 soil pits and more trench information available, that 

that information should have been shared to help verify the auger sample ALC gradings. (To note MPAG 

has no issue with the use of trenches, but there are only 3 trenches geographically identified all in field 36 

and with no data. Looking at the survey timings, the majority of the trench work did not coincide with the 

auger sampling, probably the reason there is no supporting data – but not a justification for KCC not 

returning at a later date to follow up). 

3. NE is seeking clarification on why quite a significant part of the solar area was downgraded despite not 

being resurveyed. (Even though the Applicant has since provided some explanations, Landscope does not 

seem convinced about most of their explanations as outlined in Appendix 1). 

4. Whilst NE seems comfortable with the proposed soil management in their SoCG, MPAG are not sure how 

they could have accepted the ALC survey data given the apparent limitations. Also since the late release of 

the GEMP defining more clearly the grassland establishment, NE should have picked up the shortcomings 

in that approach. MPAG suggest that their earlier SoCG was completed before they had seen the GEMP. 

5. For clarification Landscope’s final conclusion that there is in excess of 50% BMV is based on assessing a 

wider number of data sets than the Applicant had when they submitted the ES: 

- using all the KCC data available from the PEIR, Stantec (RAC) and ES documents 

- adding the auger sampling and soil pit data from field 2 and 3 to fill some auger sample gaps and verify 

some of KCC’s existing findings 

- checking the auger sampling data against information provided by the landowner for fields 1, 2 and 3 

- reviewing and re-extrapolating the downgrading that took place. 



7.0 Scope of the Proposed Development 

 

 



 

A separate submission is being made at D9 to specifically address MPAG’s comments on the Applicant’s 

response (REP8a-010) on Carbon at Deadline 8A. 

 

  



8.0  60 year life span 

 

 

 



 

 

MPAG’s closing position remains unchanged from our assessment put forward in REP7-057 and in 

subsequent submissions. It is hard to establish what the Applicant’s original baseline was in their head 

when they submitted a ‘time unlimited application’. Therefore we can only surmise what they are moving 

from and to. As they decided to use 40 years as part of their calculations, that would seem to be a 

reasonable baseline.  

We do not believe 60 years has any clear rationale as a time period and the addition of all the replacement 

elements (electrical infrastructure, piles, possibly frames, all fencing etc) will certainly add ongoing adverse 

effects into the mix.  

The drip feed replacement scenario as outlined in the OEMP and dDCO is not economically, technically and 

logistically viable and therefore in all probability the Applicant will request approval of a fuller replacement 

activity to the LPAs via the maintenance schedule. That in turn would likely be approved thereby avoiding 

acknowledgement upfront now of the adverse impacts of such a huge replacement activity when assessing 

the operational impacts.  

 

 

 

 



9.0 Applicant’s Response to MPAG Landscape and Visual Review at Deadline 7 Submissions 

Ms Tinkler, MPAG’s L&V expert, is still waiting for a response from the Landscape Institute with respect to 

gaining clarification on interpretation of their guidance, despite the Applicant not being overly keen to go 

down that route. The questions she posed were generic and could apply to any LVIA so as not to prejudice 

the response from them. 

Given her position on how to interpret the guidance still stands and she has clearly laid this out in previous 

submissions and responses, MPAG do not feel there is further value to repeat this in response to the 

Applicant’s comments in their D8 response (REP8-019) to the D7 submissions. 

Should the response arrive before the close of the Examination, MPAG would ask for it to be considered. 

 


